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Landscape architecture must inspire comfortable feelings to the city.
The project was about converting the bridge into a new place, a free
space that people from the two Trinity neighborhoods could share.
That is why we were not interested in the bridge to show just a new
image. The project focused on the proposal of new materials and the new
things people could make in the bridge as on any other quality public
space in the city: stroll, ride a bicycle, meet a neighbor, sit down, talk,
observe the sights and the constant flow of traffic as if it were a mighty
river ... Going across this bridge could be like breaking through a garden
area. The experience of the users who pass the bridge underneath, were
also important to us, so they could feel like crossing a vegetal-door that,
literally, welcomes you to the city.
Not only the central parts of the city may have quality public spaces.
Also the residential quarters can improve their quality through the
improvement and adaptation of their free spaces. Bridges included.
The history of this bridge begins again; how it will be used will show
us what this public space can do to improve the life quality in a
neighborhood.

Improve the perception of the current bridge as a simple connection
between neighbourhoods, to transform it into the Gate of Barcelona.
Consider the action of reform and improvement of the Sarajevo bridge as
part of a set of strategies to improve this Barcelona gate.
The purpose of being a “stay” urban space, not just a transit one.
A green space that forms part of the Greenways set in Barcelona.
Incorporation of the bridge to the recently urbanized areas in the
surroundings.
Sustainability and energy efficiency. Incorporation of technologies.

